
Imagine being able to easily impose PDFs without leaving Acrobat. 

E-mail sales@quite.com for a FREE trial license 
or for more information see our web site http://www.quite.com.

Quite Imposing

Quite Imposing 
Plus

&

Easy to work with bleeds, trim,and shift, step and repeat, add page numbers and 
masking tape. This is all about combining pages onto larger sheets to make books, 
booklets or special arrangements. 

Available for Macintosh & Windows

Automate your Set Ups.

A new Sequences dialog 
allows the user to string 
together imposition commands 
and give the reult a name. The 
user can also suppress prompts 
and provide a custom message, 
for speed so that less trained 
users can use a system that has 
been already set up.
Saves time and money!

Command History In XML

A history of ALL commands is stored and can be used to make a particular PDF. They are an 
embedded XML file. The commands can be inspected in the Quite Imposing Plus Info Panel, which can 
now show either layout or commands. As well as providing an audit trail, these form the basis of our 
standalone product Quite HOT Imposing which will be able to use the PDF file or extracted XML files 
to control another imposition. We call this ‘Imposition by Example’.

From easy booklet making to complex imposition layouts, work from a central control for ease of 
use and impose PDFs from any source



Shuffle Assistant
This is a new option on the Shuffle Pages for imposition function. It allows the user 
to type in a page count, rows and columns, then fill in only the page numbers on the 
front of the first sheet. It can then work the correct rule for the most common saddle 
stitched, perfect bound and cut stacks imposition (signature). Shuffle pages also now 
supports advanced rules for cut stacks impositions.
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PDF/X Support 
(Quite Imposing Plus only)
Optionally (Off by default in Preferences) Quite Imposing Plus will work to preserve 
PDF/X data in all imposition functions. Both PDF/X-1a and PDF/X-3 are supported. 
Quite Imposing Plus is not a preflight tool or converter, but will check the PDF/X 
status of the files it works with. For instance, it will make sure that a booklet imposed 
from PDF/X-3 file is a PDF/X-3 file.

Impose Annotations / Form Fields
This is an option now in preferences to 
decide whether form fields and annota-
tions are discarded (as in 1.0) or convert-
ed to part of the imposition.

QI button
There is now a QI button to give fast access to the Quite Imposing Control Panel 
without going through the menus. (Note: in Acrobat 6 and later, you may need to 
use View > Toolbars > Advanced editing to see the button.)

N-up & N-up Centering
Arrange consecutive pages on a larger sheet e.g.2x2. The N-up and Step 
and Repeat functions now allow the resulting page to be centered. This is 
a huge time saver.

Step & Repeat 
Fills sheets with multiple copies of the same page 
(e.g. for business cards, labels)

Insert Blank Pages or reverse the order of pages

Manual Imposition 
Manually place pages over any 
other page at any scale.

Bates Stamping
(Quite Imposing Plus only)
The Stick On Page Numbers function allows a user to enter numbers with a leading zero. 
The resulting numbers will have at least the same number of digits. For instance, if a user 
typed 0098, the pages will be numbered 0098, 0099, 0100, etc.

Stick on & Peel off Page Numbers 
Add or remove numbers to pages or imposed sheets. Can also add arbitrary text.

Stick on & Peel off Masking Tape  
Define a layout for “tape”, stick on or peel off one or more pages.

Registration Marks  
Remove or add crop marks etc. Choose 
from some standard templates or create 
your own.

Define Bleeds  
Impose pages with artwork that overruns the printing 
edge designed to be trimmed later.

Trim & Shift  
Deal with “creep” in a folded 
booklet or add space, shift 
contents or trim from the edges

More features of Quite Imposing & Quite Imposing Plus


